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Differentiated instruction and educational standards: is definite possible?
J McCuthe, Jl Brew - Theory Into Practice, 2005 - informaworld.com
This article addresses the increasingly critical issue of how educators can reconcile standards-driven accountability imperatives with the growing need to address the individual strengths and needs of diverse learners. It argues that not only are these 2 issues reconcilable, it is...
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[PDF] Differentiated instruction: Inclusive strategies for standards-based learning...
D Lawrence-Brown - American secondary education, 2004 - mde.k12.ms.us
With suitable supports, including differentiated instruction, students ranging from gifted to those with significant disabilities can receive an appropriate education in general education classrooms. A multilevel lesson planning system is presented here that is manageable in...
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Differentiated Instruction: Different Strategies for Different Learners,
C Foreman, J Grant, E Hollman - 2002 - archive.org
Crystal Springs Books, PO Box 500, Peterborough, NH 03458-0050 ($19.95). Tel. 800-321-0401 (Toll Free). Web site http://www.crystalsprings.com. ... Help ERIC expand online access to nearly 340,000 documents indexed 1969–1992, now available only on microfiche. Click here to...
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[PDF] Preparing teachers for differentiated instruction
JH Holloway - Educational Leadership, 2008 - utteputh.com
Research Link Preparing Teachers for Differentiated Instruction. John H. Holloway According to Carol Ann Tomlinson(1999), wecanrecog. th the need for differentiated instruction by a variety of classroom characteristics. Teachers are at the heart of the process: they are the ones who must...
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[PDF] Planning differentiated multicultural instruction for secondary inclusive
D van Garderen, C Whittaker - Teaching Exceptional Children, 2008 - nltic.ucf.edu
... They struggle to find enough time to plan effective, differentiated instruction that also recognizes their diverse student population. A promising practice for meeting the demands of standards-based education is differentiated instruction ...
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Differentiated Instruction: Can It Work?
CA Tomlinson - Education Digest, 2000 - reach.ucf.edu
Summary of Findings and Recommendations The author of this article is well-known in the field of differentiated instruction. In this summary, he does a good job of distilling the key points of discussion that have generated much interest in his work and his book.
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